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The world’s latest rally news
SEND YOUR TEAM’S NEWS, PRESS RELEASES 
OR UPDATES TO EVAN.HHMAG@GMAIL.COM!

Petter Solberg has “a little regret” 
over his tactics in WRC Rally Mexico
After taking second place in Rally Mexico, and clinching his 
best WRC result for two years, Citroen driver Petter Solberg 
has admitted to feeling ‘a little regret’ over his decision not to 
employ road position tactics on Day One of the event, writes 
WRC news authority www.wrc.com.
 Having built a 17 second lead on Friday afternoon, 
Solberg had been expected to drop time on SS17 - the stage 
which determined Saturday’s road order - to let one or two 
cars go though the stages before him on day two and sweep 
the road of loose gravel.
 In the event Solberg kept his lead and struggled 
as road sweeper himself on Saturday, while Sebastien Loeb 
benefi ted from the cleaner racing line to open up a lead of 
almost a minute.
 Asked if he now regretted the decision to keep his 
Friday lead, Solberg said: “A little bit, but forget it, it doesn’t 
matter now because we got second and I’m very happy with 
that.”
 “Yes, I could have played a tactical game. But in the 
team we decided it was more important for us to show that 
we were leading a rally. We’re still looking for sponsors for 
this season, and to be ahead of everybody else sends a strong 
message. Anyway, I needed to learn how to be fast in this car 
when the road conditions weren’t ideal.
 “Maybe it could have led to a different result if we 
played tactics, who knows, but I wasn’t interested to do it,” he 
added.
- Credit: www.wrc.com

Ralliart: Partial Cease of Business 
activities as of 01 April
Partial Cease of Business Activities along with Ralliart 
Inc’s Business Scale Down Ralliart Inc (President Masao 
Taguchi) has announced as follows.

Dear all of our customers,
First of all, we much appreciate for your usual patronage to 
our company. Our company have done the various activities 
relating motorsport with the support of many people since the 
establishment in April,1984 so far. However, because of the 
sudden change of economy situation since the year before 
last, the business circumstance surrounding our company 
radically became worse and so, this time we have reached the 
conclusion that we Ralliart Inc., would scale down our business 
activities as of the end of March 2010.
 Along with the scale down of our business activities 
this time, we would cease the following business and operation 
which we have done so far. We would like to express our 
sincere apology to all of customers though we would make you 
much inconveniences.
 Meanwhile, we wish you a continuous support to 
Ralliart family and entrants driving Mitsubishi cars who play an 
active part all over the world.
Items which would cease our business and operation along 
with our business scale down;
 Support to motorsport customers(Support to the 

participation, Technical Support, and Awarding of Mitsubishi/
Ralliart Driver of the Year)
 New Planning, Development and Merchandize of 
Ralliart products (Except FIA VO parts) :*1
 Information of new products and dispatching 
motorsport information(at web):*2
*1FIA VO parts development and those application work 
shall be done by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation as it is. *2FIA 
Group-N information shall be open at the web site of Mitsubishi 
Motors Corporation. Date of the cease: 1st April, 2010.
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Can Breen “Knock” on the Door in 
Mayo Stages Rally?
Craig will give the “Kick Energy” Ford Fiesta S2000 its second 
competitive outing on tarmac this weekend as he competes in 
the Mayo Stages Rally. This will be the second event in seven 
days for the Waterford driver as he builds up for the Circuit of 
Ireland over the Easter weekend.
 The rally is the second round of the Dunlop National 
Rally Championship and is based in the town of Claremorris 
with the headquarters in the Mc William Park Hotel. Craig is 
seeded at number six and for this rally he will be partnered by 
Dai Roberts, brother of his usual co driver Gareth Roberts. 
 Craig will face stiff opposition as he comes up against 
Aaron MacHale who is the number one seed. Last time out in 
Galway Craig held the upper hand by taking second overall on 
the Safety Direct International and Aaron fi nishing third. Aaron 
will be looking to put the young charger in his place but I’m 
sure Craig will have something to say about that. Both Aaron’s 
Ford Focus WRC and Craig’s Fiesta S2000 will be prepared by 
the one and only Tom Gahan which will add some more fl avour 
to the battle. Between Aaron and Craig in the top six are a 
foursome of Subaru drivers. Seeded number two is Melvyn 
Evans, who took victory on the opening round of the National 
Championship at the Birr Stages Rally on the 14th of February.  
 Evans put in a storming performance that day and will 
be eager to keep his winning run going. In third and fourth we 
have Niall Maguire and Kevin Barrett. Maguire fi nished fourth 
at the Birr Stages and will now want to get his season back 
on track with a good result. Barrett suffered bad luck in Birr 
when a wheel nut sheared off one of the front wheels of his 
Subaru but put in some good times and will want to improve. 
In at fi fth we have Derek McGarrity in the ex-Eamonn Boland 
Subaru S12B. Derek could be the dark horse as he is still 
getting to grips with the Impreza and fi nished second on the 
podium in Nenagh. 
 The rally gets underway with a ceremonial start on 
Saturday evening 22.00 hrs at the Square, Claremorris. The 
rally action gets under way on Sunday morning with the fi rst 
stage scheduled for 9.37 hrs. The rally has a nine stage layout, 
using a three stage repeated format.



Bruno Magalhaes readies for IRC 
Rally Argentina later this month
Bruno Magalhaes has already begun his preparations for the 
next round of the Intercontinental Rally Challenge in Argentina.
With a fi fth place fi nish on Rally Internacional de Curitiba 
all but secure, the Peugeot Portugal driver spent the closing 
stages of last week’s event experimenting with different set-
ups on his Peugeot 207 S2000 in readiness for Rally Argentina, 
which runs from 19 - 21 March.
 The three-time Portuguese champion said: “I was not 
confi dent from the beginning of the rally because it had been 
so long since I’d driven on gravel. When we realised we could 
not catch fourth but were safe in fi fth we did some changes to 
the set-up to see what was right and what was wrong for the 
next rally in Argentina. Okay the events are very different but 
at least we know some things we didn’t know before.”
 Magalhaes, 29, is sixth in the IRC standings following 
the opening two rounds of the season.
- Credit: www. ircseries.com

Skoda unveils new Fabia facelift
Skoda used the recent Geneva Motor Show to unveil images 
of its Fabia Super 2000 following a recent facelift.   The Czech 
fi rm, which heads the IRC manufacturers’ standings following 
Rally Internacional de Curitiba in Brazil earlier this month, is 
planning to give the car its competition debut on a European 
round of the IRC in the middle part of this season.   

 Despite talk of wholesale changes, a spokesperson 
for Skoda Motorsport said the only major difference between 
the revamped Fabia and its predecessor was an increase in 
width to 1820mm, which has necessitated a small tweak to the 
design of the front bumper. 
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Kronos Racing boss Marc van Dalen 
impressed with Meeke in Curitiba
The boss of Kronos Racing, which runs Kris Meeke’s Peugeot 
UK-backed 207 Super 2000, has described the Northern 
Irishman’s victory on Rally Internacional de Curitiba last week 
as “one of the best of his career”.
 Marc van Dalen, the joint owner of the Belgium-
based Kronos squad, was hugely impressed by the defending 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge champion’s performance on 
the two-day gravel event in Brazil, which he led from start to 
fi nish.
 “Honestly it’s one of the best of his career,” said van 
Dalen, pictured left with Meeke in Brazil. “We make a plan 
together two days before the rally. He followed the plan to 
make a big gap from the beginning and then to manage the 
gap afterwards and this is exactly what he did. It was perfect, 
brilliant.”
 Thirty-year-old Meeke’s victory, the fi fth of his IRC 
career and a new IRC record, puts him into third in the overall 
drivers’ standings heading into round three of the series in 
Argentina next week.
Meeke’s IRC wins:
Brazil 2009: completes a lock-out of stage wins on day one for 
his fi rst IRC triumph.
Açores 2009: survives a mini hurricane for his second victory 
on the bounce to take title lead.
Ypres 2009: upsets the form book by beating local legend 
Freddy Loix on his Ypres debut.
Sanremo 2009: seals IRC drivers’ crown with thrilling victory 
on the famous asphalt event.
Brazil 2010: error-free performance gives Meeke his fi rst win 
of 2010 campaign.
- Credit: www.ircseries.com

John Pritchard makes welcome 
return to rallying in UK in 2010
Ruthin based John Pritchard enjoyed an icy welcome to the 
2010 Fiesta Sport Challenge when the former Skoda Trophy 
Champion battled against treacherous conditions to bring his 
Copart Finder, KC Auto, U Pull It and Top Signs backed Ford 
Fiesta ST home third amongst the registered contenders!
 Prichard and co-driver Chris Williams faced seven 
snow lined stages across the Lake Districts and whilst there 
was minimal grip on the icy roads in the early morning, as 
the day progressed it became much harder to understand the 
levels of grip as the bright sunshine thawed out the ice in the 
open but large patches remained in the deep shade, waiting to 
catch out the unsuspecting!
 After encountering numerous spins and off road 
excursions in the early stages as John got used to the car in 
extreme conditions, he found himself well down the leader 
board, but with a better understanding of the road conditions 
he improved on his performance on every stage and eventually 
returned to Cockermouth late on Saturday afternoon in a very 
respectable 40th overall and fi fth in class.
 John Pritchard said: “I don’t think I have ever tackled 
conditions like that before! The fi rst pair of stages resembled 
an ice rink and our rally near ended on Stage 2 when we spun 
and slid backwards down the road for about 100 metres!
“The car was fantastic and I can see where I need to improve. 
The hardest part of coming back after a ten year break is 
having the confi dence to commit to the notes but fair play to 
Chris he was great all day long!”
 The next event for the Copart Finder, KC Auto, U Pull 
It and Top Signs supported team is the Bulldog International 
Rally of North Wales which takes place on Saturday 27 April. 
Utilising the world famous Sweet Lamb Rally complex and 
surrounding forests this, the MSA Dulux Trade British Rally 
Championship season opener, is sure to attract a large number 
of spectators.
- Credit: Geoff Mayes Media

Juan San Martin clinches Subaru 
Individual Award in Curitiba
Juan San Martin’s run to 10th overall on Rally Internacional de 
Curitiba last week has earned the Uruguayan driver the second 
Subaru Individual Award of the 2010 season.   
 San Martin was the eighth four-wheel drive fi nisher 
home on the Brazilian gravel event at the wheel of his Subaru 
Impreza WRX.   
 “I am very pleased to have fi nished the rally in such a 
good position because it was not an easy rally due to the rain 
making some of the stages quite diffi cult,” said San Martin, 
who was co-driven by Martin Villete in Curitiba.   
 San Martin joins Swiss Olivier Burri as a Subaru 
Individual Award recipient. Burri secured the accolade for his 
performance on Rally Automobile Monte-Carlo in January.   
 The Subaru Individual Award will be presented on 
each of the 12 IRC rounds this year to the highest-placed 



Malcolm Wilson Rally provides close 
rallying action for FST UK crews
The opening round of the 2010 Kick Energy Fiesta SportTrophy 
(FST) UK championship took place on 6 March with fi ve crews 
tackling the 35th running of the Malcolm Wilson rally. The 
event took place over seven stages covering 41 stage miles 
around the Cumbrian forests of Greystoke, Grizedale and 
Whinlatter.  
 The fi rst competitive test of the day was the three-
mile Hobcarton stage. It was Matthew Cathcart and co-driver 
Simon Hudspeth who took the fi rst stage victory of 2010 in 
his Fiesta R2. 2008 FST UK champion Elfyn Evans was next 
up, completing the stage seven seconds behind Cathcart in his 
Fiesta ST. Tom Watson set the third fastest stage time through 
Hobcarton deciding that caution was best approach given the 
tricky conditions.
 Stage two saw the lead change as Evans took the win 
by 17s from Cathcart and move into a 10s lead with Watson 
and Paul Morris again third. John Boyd was the fi rst FST 
competitor to succumb to the treacherous conditions. Already 
suffering from an intermittent engine problem, Boyd and co-
driver Craig Wallace rolled in SS2 and although they were able 
to keep going they incurred a stage maximum dropping them 
well down the order.
 Evans and co-driver Andrew Edwards took their 
second consecutive stage win through the three-mile Wythop 
stage. The FST event was quickly turning into a two-horse race 
with Cathcart again second in the R2 only 7s behind Evans. 
Watson was a steady third; 15s behind Cathcart and John Boyd 
regained his composure to set the fourth fastest time.
 Cathcart put the experience he gained on the FST UK 
pre-season at Greystoke to good use on the fi rst run through 
the Greystoke stage. Cathcart posted a time 21s faster than 
his nearest challenger to move into the lead of the FST as 
the crews made their way to fi rst service. The Irish youngster 
was starting to get a handle on the new R2 on his second 
competitive outing in the car. 
 Unfortunately the second R2 entered wasn’t having 
quite such a good run and was suffering from an engine 
problem throughout the fi rst four stages. Peter Taylor and 
co-driver Andy Richardson opted to treat the remainder of 
the rally as an extended test to try and iron out their teething 
troubles.
 As the crews arrived at Penrith for the fi rst service 
Cathcart held a slender 5s lead over Evans, with Watson in 
third ahead of Boyd and Taylor. All reported that the stages 
were extremely slippery and that at some points top speeds 
were around 15mph. Despite the treacherous conditions all 
fi ve FST crews made it back to service almost in one piece. 
Boyd was the only FST runner to have suffered damage after 
his roll. Boyd and co-driver Wallace reported that they had 
been distracted by the recurring engine problem and made a 
small error resulting in the roll.
 Next up were two stages through the legendary 
Grizedale forest. Evans put in a blistering time of 9min 10s 
through SS5 to once again take the lead from Cathcart. Evans’ 
time was the 14th fastest on the stage, ahead of some much 
faster opposition.
 Evans obviously favoured the loose gravel of 
Grizedale, posting another fastest stage time on SS6, his 
fourth of the event and increasing his lead over Cathcart to 
38s with one fi nal run through Greystoke remaining.
 All crews were much happier with the conditions in 

Grizedale, reporting the loose gravel stages to have much 
more grip than the snow ice they had encountered in the 
morning.
 Choosing to push for victory rather than settle for 
second, Cathcart set an extraordinary pace through SS7, 
setting not only the fastest FST time but also the seventh 
fastest time overall on the stage. The time was not enough 
to overhaul Evans however, as Evans put in a steady drive to 
claim his fi rst victory in the Fiesta SportTrophy since winning 
both the UK and Irish championships in 2008. Evans fi nished 
the event with an 18s gap to Cathcart with Tom Watson taking 
third.
Despite both suffering from un-diagnosed engine problems 
both Boyd and Taylor made it to the fi nish in Cockermouth to 
claim fourth and fi fth places and with it a share of the prize 
money. Both crews will be looking to put the event behind 
them focus on round two of the championship.
 The Fiesta SportTrophy competitors now head to 
North Wales for the Bulldog International Rally of North Wales 
where the championship joins the Dulux Trade British Rally 
Championship.
- Credit: M-Sport

Pierre Campana to make S2000 debut  
in Peugeot S2000 in Italy
Up-and-coming Frenchman Pierre Campana will make his 
Super 2000 competition debut in Italy this weekend, at the 
Rally of Montecchio Maggiore-Arzignano in the Veneto region. 
 Competitors will drive just one 13.5-kilometre asphalt 
stage four times in a clover-leaf format.
 For Pierre, it is the perfect opportunity for his Super 
2000 debut, driving a Peugeot 207 run by the Munaretto team: 
which is based just 20 kilometres away.  
 Pierre has already shown his adaptability in the past 
by recording some stunning results in one-off drives, such as 
third in the Junior World Rally Championship classifi cation on 
the Tour de Corse - France’s round of the WRC - two years 
ago. More recently, he won the Renault Clio R3 category on his 
fi rst trip to the legendary Sanremo Rally in Italy and fi nished 
12th on the Monte Carlo Rally in January. On both those 
occasions, his Clio was run by Munaretto. 
 On this weekend’s Italian event, Pierre’s car will once 
again carry backing from Ellip6, a ground-breaking French 
simulator company based near Avignon. Ellip6 specialises in 
bringing simulator experiences to the public in a way that has 
never been seen before, so the synergies with Pierre’s rally 
campaign are obvious. 
 “I’m very much looking forward to the chance to drive 
a Super 2000 car in competition for the fi rst time, which is also 
my fi rst event in a four-wheel drive car,” said Pierre. “These 
are the machines that the World Rally Cars of the future will be 
based on, so it is a real taste of the pinnacle of the sport. My 
objective this weekend is simply to learn as much as possible 
about the way to drive these cars, because I defi nitely see 
them as the next step for me. I’d like to thank Ellip6 for their 
valuable support, and also the Munaretto team. I don’t know 
a huge amount about the rally so I’m not entirely sure what 
to expect from the stages, but I am sure that it will be a lot of 
fun.” 
 Pierre and his co-driver Sabrina de Castelli will have a 
short test in the car on Friday before carrying out the recce on 
Saturday. The rally takes place on Sunday. 
The Frenchman is planning to contest an exciting programme 
of selected events this year, which is due to be announced 
shortly. 
- Credit: pierrecampana.com and www.quadrasports.com

Subaru fi nisher and demonstrates the support that Subaru will 
extend to its customer drivers in the IRC in 2010. 
- Credit: www.ircseries.com
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This event, staged along the KwaZulu-
Natal North and South Coast on 
Saturday and Sunday signalled the 
start of the 2010 Sasol SA Rally 
Championship.
 The all-new M-Sport Fiesta 
complies with international S2000 
regulations that will be the basis for 
the World Rally Championship cars next 
year. South Africa currently has more 
S2000 cars competing in its national 
series than any other country, with 17 
entered for the Total Tour Natal.
 The late arrival of the car meant 
that the crew could only cover about 
40km in testing before the start of the 
KZN rally last Saturday morning.
 “The fi rst stage was upon us 
and despite feeling rather nervous my 
co-driver, Greg Godrich, and I set the 
fi fth fastest time.
 “We always knew that the 
second stage was going to be tricky 
and I adopted a cautious approach, but 
unfortunately it proved too cautious and 
we were only eighth fastest. The Fiesta 
requires the driver to push it really hard 
to get the best out of it, but at this stage 
the confi dence wasn’t all there.
 “Slowly but surely I started 
feeling more confi dent behind the wheel 
and in stage four we ended up 7th 
quickest. The car felt really good and we 
decided to push slightly harder in the 

last stage of the day. This paid off and 
all of a sudden we set the fourth fastest 
stage time,” added the Fiesta driver.  
 The end of the fi rst day saw 
Wilken and Godrich placed seventh, but 
only 46sec behind the leader after 57km 
of special stages, once again confi rming 
how competitive the South African Rally 
Championship is going to be this year.
 “In SS8 we eventually started 
to get to grips with the car and ended 
up being third quickest on this stage, 
beaten only by Mark Cronje (Castrol 
Toyota Auris), who was 5,6 seconds 
ahead, and Fekken/Arries’ Polo, which 
was only 1,4 seconds quicker.
 “The gap to fourth place was 
only 15sec and we were sure if we could 
keep building on our pace we had a very 
good chance of moving up to fourth 
within the next four stages as we were 
getting quicker and quicker the more 
confi dent I got behind the wheel of the 
new Fiesta.
 “On our way to the service 
park in Scottburgh and about 8km after 
the end of the stage Greg said he smelt 
something burning and as I braked to 
pull off the road, I felt the brake pedal 
going soft.
 “Immediately I knew there was 
something wrong. As we jumped out we 
noticed that inside the right rear wheel 
arch something was on fi re. Immediately 
Greg activated the on-board fi re 
extinguisher system but that had little 
effect. I jumped out and tried to get the 

fi re under control with our hand held 
fi re extinguisher. At fi rst it seemed we 
stopped it, but within seconds the fl ames 
leaped up again and without any more 
foam, the rear fender caught fi re within 
seconds.”
 The Fiesta crew said they could 
only stand there helplessly as the fi re 
got bigger and bigger.
 “I have never felt so helpless 
in my life as all we could do was stand 
back and look at the beautiful Basil 
Read/bizhub Ford Fiesta S2000 being 
destroyed right in front of our eyes. It 
still feels unreal to me! Just the previous 
day a dream had become a reality for 
our team, for Ford, for our sponsors and 
many, many loyal supporters. Within a 
few seconds the dream was shattered,” 
explained the gutted Charl Wilken.
 “This is a huge loss for rallying 
in South Africa and as I am writing this 
article I can tell you that it’s with great 
sadness that a dream must end in such 
a horrifi c way.
 “I would like to thank Ford 
South Africa, Ford Credit, Basil Read, 
Konica Minolta and all our other suppliers 
for all their support and effort ensuring 
that this dream could be realized albeit 
for only a very short period of time,” 
concluded the very disappointed rally 
driver.

The long-anticipated arrival in South Africa of 
the highly rated Ford Fiesta class S2000 rally 
car proved a major attention-getter at the past 
weekend’s Total Tour Natal Rally. 

SAD END TO DREAM START

Story by Wilken Communication Mgmt
Pictures by Motorpics
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Bringing you this special feature article this week, 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS’ newest correspondent 
Eva Kovkova braved the icy temperatures last 
weekend to capture these brilliant photographs 
of the Rally Lahdenpohja 2010 in her homeland 
Russia. The soft snow made for challenging stages 
and close fi ghting for the rally victory. Snow 
rallying is bravery epitomised!

RUSSIA RALLY STARS DANCE ON SNOW



Saint Petersburg, Russia - The snow 
and ice Rally Lahdenpohja 2010, the 
second round of the Russian Rally 
Championship, was held on 05 - 06 
March at Karelia. 
 It was Andrey Zhigunov who 
won the rally after a close fi ght with 
Evgeny Novikov. Evgeny pushed his 
rally car to its limits during last section, 
but he struggled with decreased power 
output from his new Mitsubishi Lancer 

Evolution X.
 Patrick Flodin, the 2009 Russian 
Rally Champion, missed this event as he 
was competing in a round of the Chinese 
Rally Championship. His team-mate 
Sergey Uspensky piloted Flodin’s P-WRC 
Rally Sweden-winning Subaru Impreza 
WRX STi.

To view more of Eva Kovkova’s 
photography, please visit: 
http://picasaweb.google.ru/kovkova.eva/

Story by Eva Kovkova
Pictures by Eva Kovkova

Final Classifi cation:
01) Andrey Zhigunov 
(Pro-Sport Rally Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX) 
– 01hr 11m 40s
02) Evgeny Novikov 
(ALM Rally Team Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X) 
+ 29,3s
03) Sergey Uspensky 
(Uspenskiy Rally Tecnica Subaru Impreza) 
+ 02m 44,8s

FEATURES
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After facing unprecedented changes 
throughout the fi eld during a hectic 
off-season, the old guard established 
themselves as fi rm title favourites.
 Hergen Fekken and Pierre Arries 
got their 2010 Sasol South African Rally 
Championship challenge off to a perfect 
start after dominating the second day 
of the Total Tour Natal Rally in their 
factory BP Ultimate Volkswagen Polo 
S2000, leading home commanding 
1-2 result. Mark Cronje/Robert Paisley 
claimed the fi nal step of the podium for 
the works Castrol Toyota Auris S2000 

team, while the young Zimbabwean 
Conrad Rautenbach/Peter Marsh claimed 
a stunning fourth overall in their Prodrive 
Subaru Impreza N16.
 Three major accidents befell the 
rally fraternity and only through good 
fortune was a double tragedy averted 
after Schalk Burger Jr/Armand du Toit 
(Automark Toyota RunX S2000) crashed 
and rolled down a bank, landing upside 
down in a river. Four random spectators 
rushed to the scene and got the car 
onto its side and the crew’s heads above 
water. Both Burger and Du Toit are 
relatively unscathed.
 Mohammed Moosa/Grant 
Martin crashed their Team Total Toyota 

Story by Sasol Oil
Pictures by Motorpics

The more things change the more they stay the 
same, and so it was proved when the Sasol South 
African Rally Championship got underway in 
perfectly sunny and swelteringly hot conditions 
this past weekend.

FEKKEN FLIES TO FIRST WIN IN 2010
SANRC: TOTAL TOUR NATAL RALLY
26 - 28 February 2010
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RunX S2000 at the exact same spot two 
minutes later and rolled end-over-end 
to land 20 metres from Burger’s stricken 
car.  Moosa suffered a broken collar bone 
while Martin was shaken but unhurt.
 The highly rated Basil Read/
bizhub Ford Fiesta S2000 of Charl Wilken 
and Greg Godrich caught fi re in an open 
section near Umzinto - thought to be 
caused by leaking brake fl uid - and was 
totally destroyed.
 Double champions Fekken/
Arries were left in their team-mates’ 
wake on Saturday’s four North Coast 
stages. Enzo Kuun/Guy Hodgson, the 
fastest combination in the fi nal part 
of the 2009 series, rocketed into an 
immediate 10 second lead in the opening 
stage of the year, and won the next, 
before Fekken pegged back the fl ying 
Kuun in SS3. Tactics came into play in 
SS4 and Fekken deliberately slowed in 
the day’s fi nal stage to have a more 
favourable road position for Sunday’s 
eight stages. The pair ended 4,1 seconds 
apart.
 Fekken blasted into the lead on 
Sunday morning with three consecutive 
stage wins, helped by Kuun wrong 
slotting in SS6, losing 25 seconds. Once 
in the lead, Fekken controlled the gap 
and claimed his fi rst ever Total Tour 
Natal Rally victory and the early season 
title advantage.
 Mark Cronje lost most of his 
time running fi rst on the slippery Natal 
stages on Day One, but hung on bravely 
to bag a solid helping of points with two 
stage wins to his credit. The second 
Castrol Toyota Auris S2000 driven by 
last season’s championship runner-up 
Johnny Gemmell and new co-driver Drew 
Sturrock, rolled out of fourth place in 
Sunday’s fi rst stage after clipping a bank 
at low speed.
 Fourth placed Rautenbach, out 
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Final Classifi cation:
01) H. Fekken/P. Arries – 01h 56m 42,8s
02) E. Kuun/G. Hodgson + 24,9s
03) M. Cronje/R. Paisely + 01m 9,8s
04) C. Rautenbach/? + 01m 35,4s
05) J. Van Niekerk/? + 02m 39,3s
06) N. Ryan/G. Tyrer + 04m 29,5s
07) J.P. Damseaux/C. Swan + 04m 32,7s
08) J. Habig/R. Pitchford + 05m 06,6s

of a production car for three years, spent 
much of his time exploring the Natal 
scenery not on the route schedule, with 
numerous wrong slots and pirouettes.  
He was rapidly reeled in by the fast 
and consistent Japie van Niekerk/Robin 
Houghton New Africa Developments 
Toyota Auris S2000 and going into the 
fi nal stage, was just 4 seconds ahead. 
Van Niekerk made one last fl at out 
charge for fourth but a big moment 
caused a tyre to come off the rim and 
the Pretoria property developer had to 
settle for fi fth.
 Nicholas Ryan/Geoff Tyrer (Avis 
Fleet Services/Gabriel Volkswagen Polo 
S2000) had a perfect and untroubled 
run to sixth place, a slender 3,2 seconds 
ahead of Team Total’s JP Damseaux/
Carolyn Swan, who suffered a broken 
sideshaft in SS3, costing two minutes. 
Damseaux got faster as the weekend 
progressed which augers well for the 
rest of his year.
 Six times South African Rally 
Champion Jan Habig and new co-driver 
Ralph Pitchford brought the third BP 
Ultimate Volkswagen Polo S2000 home 
eighth overall after a spin cost him 20 
seconds in SS2. Brake and differential 
problems kept the genial Stanger 
resident unusually low down the running 
order. Fernando Rueda/Dave Lewkowicz 
(Team Total Toyota RunX S2000) had 
a scrappy run to ninth place after a 
multitude of wrong slots along the route.
 Rounding out the top ten was 
Theuns Joubert and new co-driver Carl 
Peskin in their Salom Volkswagen Polo 
S2000. There was a cane-harvesting 
moment and punctures in SS6 and SS9 
for the Mokopane driver to contend 
with. Evan Hutchinson/Elvene Coetzee 
(Motorite Volkswagen Polo S2000) also 
had a number of overshoots but with 
reverse gear not working, lost three 
minutes in SS3 before settling into a 
steady rhythm to gain valuable seat time 
in the top S2000 class car.
 The two-car Pirtek Toyota 
Team had a weekend to forget after 
Hein Lategan/Johan van der Merwe had 
a driveshaft pull out which cost three 
minutes and a 2:10 minute lateness 
penalty on the fi rst day. The former 
touring car driver went off the road in 
SS8 and got stuck in the cane.
 Visser du Plessis/Gerhard 
Snyman retired their Pirtek Auris 
S2000 on Saturday after experiencing 
electrical problems but re-started under 
SuperRally rules, only to retire a second 
time with gearbox problems.
 Chris de Wit/Riaan Erasmus 
celebrated Automark sponsorship on 

their Class A7 Toyota RunX by rewarding 
their new backers with a debut class 
win and this pair was the sole survivor 
in the class.  Gavin Cronje/Van Aardt 
Schoeman (Motorite Volkswagen Polo 
A7) retired in SS2 with a broken steering 
rack, while Michael Otto/Tommy du Toit 
(Liqui Moly Toyota Corolla A7) suffered 
enduring bad luck with another blown 
motor.
 Returnee Tjaart Conradie/Tiaan 
Rabe (Silverton Engineering/Hencom 
Autobody Toyota Auris A6) celebrated 
a maiden class A6 win over Craig Trott/
Robbie Coetzee’s Team Total Toyota 
RunX A6 after a close fi ght that raged 
over all 12 stages. Debutant rally driver 
Leeroy Poulter/Henry Dearlove retired 
their Randburg Raceway/Ferodo Toyota 
RunX A6 on Saturday with a broken 
lower control arm.
 Class A5 was once again an 
inter-team battle between the defending 
champion Gugu Zulu/Shaun Visser and 
Andre Cleenwerck/Kesevan Naidoo. Both 
BP Ultimate VW CitiGolf drivers have 
new navigators this season so these 
ultra-competitive drivers went to war as 
equals. Zulu built up a 1 minute class 
lead before rolling out in SS6 on Sunday 
morning, leaving Cleenwerck to pocket 
the 9 class points.
 Ashley Haigh-Smith/Hilton 
Auffrey claimed their best ever class 
fi nish in their React Toyota Yaris A5, 
well ahead of Benjamin Pinho/Marco 
Ferreira’s Pro-Beat Ford Ka A5.
 21 of the original 41 starters 
fi nished the NMCC-organised event. The 
second round of the Sasol South African 
Rally Championship is the Toyota Dealer 
Rally in Caledon on 26 and 27 March.
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With clever tactics and smart driving, 
the reigning six-time World Rally 
Champion took to the front of rally 
early on Day Two and never looked like 
being challenged over the remainder 
of the rally’s competitive distance. His 
Citroen Total World Rally Team C4 WRC 
machine was on-song from the very 
fi rst stage and the rally proved to be a 
successful hunting ground for French 
manufacturer Citroen. This victory also 
moves Sebastien Loeb to the top of the 
Drivers’ Championship standings after 
this second round of the 2010 13-round 
WRC season.

Day One:
High altitudes, slippery gravel roads in 
the hills north and east of the city of 
Leon, the loose gravel surface resulted 
the leading cars suffering a distinct 
disadvantage. Last month’s winner of 
WRC Rally Sweden. Mikko Hirvonen/

Jarmo Lehtinen (BP Ford Abu Dhabi 
World Rally Team) endured the worst 
of the loose surface conditions on Day 
One of the rally, as they were fi rst to 
tackle the stages. Mysteriously, Hirvonen 
suffered from a distinct lack of pace 
and confi dence over the weekend and 
it surprised all the WRC crews and 
Hirvonen included.
 At the end of Day One, the 
Flying Finn was lying in a disappointing 
sixth place overall. His team-mates 
Jari-Matti Latvala/Miika Anttila proved to 
be an model of consistency to once more 
to bring their Ford Focus RS WRC home 
in fi fth position at the overnight halt 
(and set the pace as the fastest Ford on 
the leaderboard).
 The high 2 730m altitude cars 
competed at on a number of the stages 
couldn’t even be blamed for the lack of 
the pace for the Fords. 
 Even as grip levels increased 
over the afternoon’s loop of stages, the 
Fords were still lacking the aggression 
and pace they showcased in Sweden and 

WRC: RALLY MEXICO
20 February 2010
Making it four-in-a-row, Sebastien Loeb and 
co-driver Daniel Elena powered to victory in this 
past weekend’s WRC Rally Mexico.

THE LOEB SHOW IS BACK

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by WorldRallyPics

2010 WRC Calendar:
03) Jordan Rally:   01 - 03 Apr
04) Rally of Turkey:   16 - 18 Apr
05) Rally New Zealand:  07 - 09 May
06) Rally de Portugal:   28 - 30 May
07) Rally Bulgaria:   09 - 11 Jul
08) Rally Finland:       29 - 31 Jul
09) Rally Deutschland:      20 - 22 Aug
10) Rally Japan:       10 - 12 Sep
11) Rallye de France:       30 Sep - 03 Oct
12) Rally de Espana:       22 - 24 Oct
13) Rally of Great Britain:  11 - 14 Nov
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in 2009’s gravel rallies.
 Showing a clean pair of heels, 
and upstaging the factory teams, was 
the Citroen C4 WRC of Petter Solberg/
Phil Mills (Petter Solberg World Rally 
Team). Starting the event behind the 
factory Fords and Citroens, Petter 
took advantage of his favourable start 
position on Day One to attack the stages 
with the determination and fervour that 
has brought him success in the WRC. 
His speed moved him to the top of the 
leaderboard at the end of Day One.
 Hot on his heels, however, 
was the Citroen Junior Team crew 
of Sebastien Ogier/Julien Ingrassi. 
Sebastien Loeb was not far behind fellow 
countryman Ogier, and was still within 
striking range of rally leader Petter. Loeb 
readied himself to attack for the rally 
lead on Day Two.
  Petter showed his rivals his 
that C4 was ultra-competitive after 
its frustrating debut in Sweden last 
month, but it was determination 
and aggression that stood out this 
weekend. It seems the 2003 World Rally 
Champion is hungry for another Drivers’ 
Championship title.
 Ogier, throughout the weekend, 
displayed the ingredients that will 
undoubtedly net him a WRC Drivers’ 
Championship and many victories in the 
future, as he scrambled to keep pace 
with Petter and keep a charging Loeb 
behind him.
 Loeb was also able to benefi t 
from the added confi dence knowing that 
Dani Sordo/Marc Marti were performing 
strongly and shadowed Loeb through 
Day One’s stages. 
 Sordo matched Loeb in many 
of the opening stages of Day Two, and I 
feel Sordo is now building up to an event 
win this season if his performances 
continue in this same arc.
 The Stobart M-Sport crews of 
Henning Solberg/Ilka Minor and Matthew 
Wilson/Scott Martin (both driving Ford 
Focus RS WRC cars) completed Day 
One in seventh and eighth positions 
respectively, behind their factory 
Ford compatriots (Latvala in fi fth and 
Hirvonen in sixth) at the end of Day 
One.
 Making his welcome return to 
WRC in 2010 was Federico Villagra and 
co-driver Jorge Perez Companc (Munchi’s 
Ford World Rally Team), setting solid 
stage times to fi nish Day One in ninth 
position overall. Rounding out the top 
ten places were WRC newcomers Ken 
Block/Alex Gelsomino (Monster World 
Rally Team).
 Kimi Raikkonen and co-drover 
Kaj Lindstrom (Citroen Junior Team) 
crashed out of the rally on Day One after 
a frustrating morning in their Citroen C4 
WRC car. Raikkonen’s bad luck started 
as early as SS1 when he struck a rock 
that resulted in his car’s steering arm 
being bent. In SS2 he had to stop he 
car to make running repairs to a loose 
connector. 
 SS7, unfortunately, was the last 
of his WRC Rally Mexico weekend, as he 
hit the side of the road and rolled his car 
a number of times. The Citroen C4 WRC 
was damaged beyond repair for the crew 
to restart the event under SupeRally 

regulations.
Day Two:
Day Two brought more Citroen magic as 
Loeb attacked every on every stage of 
this Leg. With Petter Solberg serving as 
road sweeper, Loeb was able to follow 
in Ogier and Petter’s tracks that they 
had swept to make the roads cleaner 
and faster. Loeb powered his C4 WRC to 
eight of the nine fastest stage times for 
the day. 
 This unrelenting pace scored 
Loeb a lead of nearly one minute at the 
overnight halt, meaning that Loeb pulled 
back the 27sec defi cit to Petter, overtook 
him and then succeeded in extending a 
lead of nearly 30 sec!
 For his team-mate at the 
Citroen Total World Rally Team, Day 
Two was marred by ill fortune for the 
diminutive Spaniard Dani Sordo. His 
strong run in fourth position overall 
came to nothing in the fi rst stage of 
the day when a broken wishbone screw 
sidelined this crew. They did, however, 
restart the rally on Day Three under 
SupeRally regulations.
 Ogier maintained his speed on 
the stages on this the longest leg of the 
rally, and ended up fi nishing the day in 
third place overall just 2,7sec behind 
Petter. Ogier intentionally slowed his car 
during the fi nal stage in order to give 
himself a better road position for Day 
Three’s speed tests.
 The Ford crews still struggled to 
fi nd their rhythm over the loose gravel 
tests in Mexico, and once again Latvala 
outpaced Hirvonen to fi nish the day 
in fi fth place overall while the team’s 
number one driver fi nished in sixth. Both 
crews were disappointed by their lack of 
competitiveness and pace on Day Two, 
where they expected to challenge for 
podium positions. Even Malcolm Wilson, 
BP Ford Abu Dhabi World Rally Team’s 
director, shrugged his shoulders in 
frustration.
 Matthew Wilson also retired 
from the event on the opening stage of 
Day Two after he went off the road in a 
left bend, resulting in his Ford Focus RS 
WRC being stranded on rocks. Wilson’s 
driving has matured since last season, 
and his confi dence in his car this year is 
a pleasure to witness as he pushes his 
Ford to its limits, so it was unfortunate 
that his WRC Rally Mexico ended the 
way it did on Day Two. He did, however, 
restart the rally on Day Three under 
SupeRally regulations.
 Henning Solberg and co-driver 
Ilka Minor were left to fl y the Stobart 
Ford team fl ag, and they managed to do 
so proudly. Henning fi nished Day Two in 
seventh position and was pressuring a 
struggling Hirvonen for sixth place.
 The Munchi’s Ford World Rally 
Team crew of Federico Villagra and Jorge 
Perez Compac ended Day Two in eighth 
position, but moved up to seventh with 
the demise of Dani Sordo/Marc Marti. 
 Ken Block was not as fortunate 
on his WRC debut as he crashed out 
of the rally on the fi rst stage of the 
morning. The talented USA action sports 
star slid into a ditch and broke the left 
front suspension. He too restarted the 
event on Day Three under SupeRally 
regulations.



Day Three:
Henning Solberg and Villagra maintained 
their Day Two positions on Day Three, 
but ahead of these privateer Ford 
entrants the factory Fords of Latvala 
and Hirvonen swapped places. Latvala 
intentionally slowed his car during the 
closing stages of the morning loop 
to allow Hirvonen to slot into fourth 
position overall and to thereby allow 
the 2009 WRC Drivers’ Championship 
runner-up to score more valuable points 
for his 2010 campaign. Still, these two 
Ford crews were stumped as to their 
lack of pace on the Mexican gravel 
stages on Day Three but were pleased 
to net points-paying positions for the 
Manufacturers’ Championship title 
race. The top three on the leaderboard 
looked set to shake up on this Leg of 
the rally. SS20 was cancelled by the 
event organiser, thereby shortening the 
day’s route distance and leaving on two 
proper stages of rallying on Day Three. 
Solberg and Ogier attacked Day Three’s 
stages with all that their Citroen C4 
WRCs could muster, and reeled in Loeb’s 
55sec lead by 15sec per stage. Loeb, the 
master tactician, who had foreseen this 
probability, upped his pace to secure his 
victory with a 24,2sec winning margin. 
This left Solberg and Ogier to duke it out 
for second place overall.
 ”This victory’s done us a power 
of good,” said Loeb. “We controlled 
our race well and I think that we can 
look forward to the next events with 
confi dence, as they’ll be run on similar 
surfaces. Thanks to this victory we’ve 
taken the lead in the championship 
and opened up a small gap over Mikko 

Hirvonen. It’s a good situation even if 
we’ll have to sweep the road in Jordan.”
 Going into the fi nal Spectator 
SuperSpecial stage, Ogier led Petter 
by a slender 0,6sec. With a stage 
distance of a little over 4km, Petter 
pulled something magical out of his 
bag of Norwegian rally tricks, for he not 
only set a blistering stage time for this 
“Mickey Mouse” stage, but managed 
to best Ogier by 0,9sec. In fi ne Peter 
Solberg fashion in a drama-fi lled event, 
he grabbed second place overall. It was 
well-deserved result for Petter and Ogier, 
and a foretaste of more dramatic and 
thrilling rally fi nishes we can expect in 
2010, I predict.
 “I am absolutely mega-happy 
right now, I’ve been controlling this 
the whole weekend,” said Petter. “I 
was not afraid to be fi rst on the road 
on Saturday, even though I knew I 
were going to lose half a second per 
kilometre. It was my choice, and I knew 
I could still be top three, which was the 
main target for the weekend. There 
will be some strategic thinking before 
Jordan, but I must say this looks good 
for the rest of the season!”
 Xavier Pons (Ford Fiesta 
S2000) won the S2000 category this 
past weekend, and also claimed eighth 
position overall. He was pushed all 
the way to the fi nish line by fellow 
S2000 competitor Martin Prokop (Ford 
Fiesta S2000). The reigning Production 
World Rally Champion Armindo Araujo 
(Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X) claimed 
tenth place overall and the P-WRC 
category honours.

Final Classifi cation:
01) S. Loeb/D. Elena   - 03h 42m 41,7s
02) P. Solberg/P. Mills   +              24,2s
03) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia  +              25,3s
04) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen  +       01m 47,5s
05) J-M. Latvala/M. Anttila  +       02m 15,1s
06) H. Solberg/I. Minor  +       02m 48,0s
07) F.Villagra /J. Perez Companc  +       10m 13,4s
08) X. Pons/A. Haro   +       18m 44,4s
09) M. Prokop/J. Tomanek  +       19m 02,0s
10) A. Araujo/R. Miguel  +       21m 32,5s

EVENTS

Drivers’ Championship Standings:
01) S. Loeb   - 43 pts
02) M. Hirvonen   - 37 pts
03) J-M. Latvala   - 25 pts
=   S. Ogier   - 25 pts
05) H. Solberg   - 16 pts
06) D. Sordo   - 12 pts
07) M. Wilson   - 6 pts
=   F. Villagra   - 6 pts
09) M. Ostberg   - 4 pts
=    X. Pons   - 4 pts

Manufacturers’ Championship 
Standings:
01) BP Ford Abu Dhab   - 67 pts
02) Citroen Total   - 61 pts
03) Citroen Junior Team  - 32 pts
04) Stobart Ford   - 28 pts
05) Munchi’s Ford   - 8 pts
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Car sales in this country are booming, 
and manufacturers are looking to 
make deeper inroads into Brazil’s 
automotive market. After this weekend’s 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge (IRC) 
event, the IRC Rally Curitiba, the 
Peugeot dealerships will be thrumming 

with sales thanks to Kris Meeke and 
Paul Nagle (Peugeot 207 S2000) who 
romped home to victory for the second 
successive occasion in Brazil.
 Kris Meeke is now the most 
successful driver ever in the short 
history of the IRC series by winning his 
fi fth event in 12 starts. Meeke cruised 
his Peugeot 207 S2000 across the fi nish 
line 46,7sec ahead of Briton Guy Wilks 

Brazil oozes passion. In their music, their love of 
festivals, football and motorsport, the Brazilians 
embrace it with fervour. With a host of circuit 
racing champions and motorsport icons hailing 
from this South American nation, including 
this country on any international motorsport 
championship calendar proves a success. 

MEEKE TOPS THE TIMESHEETS
IRC: RALLY CURITIBA
04 - 07 March 2010

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by IRC Media

2010 IRC Calendar:
03) Rally Argentina: 19 - 21 Mar
04) Rally Italy-Sardinia: 04 - 06 Jun
05) Ypres Rally: 24 - 26 Jun
06) Rally Azores: 15 - 17 Jul
07) Rally Madeira: 05 - 07 Aug
08) Czech Rally Zlin: 27 - 29 Aug
09) Rally Spain: 07 - 11 Sep
10) Rally Sanremo: 23 - 25 Sep
11) Rally of Scotland: 15 - 17 Oct
12) Cyprus Rally: 04 - 06 Nov
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(Skoda Fabia S2000). Factory Skoda 
driver Juho Hanninen (and one of the 
most talented drivers in world rallying) 
fi nished third overall, and claimed six 
fastest stage times to now lead the 
overall IRC Drivers’ Championship 
standings.
 Meeke, who was the only top 
driver to have previously contested this 
round of the IRC, made excellent use of 
this experience and knowledge of this 
event. Tyre choice proved to be critical 
on Day One of the event, as overnight 
rain made the otherwise dry and dusty 
stages slippery in places. Rain clouds 
hovered over the rally stages, but 
never transformed into precipitation. 
Meeke opted for a harder compound 
tyre selection, while the rest of the top 
drivers chose the softer compound tyre 
in the hope that it would begin to rain 
during the stages on Day One.
 At the close of the opening leg’s 
stages, Meeke and Nagle had stretched 
an advantage of 32,7sec over Wilks 
and the chasing Skoda Fabia S2000s of 
Hanninen and Jan Kopecky. Czech rally 
ace Kopecky was third at the overnight 
halt, and was getting up to speed driving 
on the loose gravel surface. Bruno 
Magalhaes drove his Peugeot 207 S2000 
to fi fth place, followed by the young 
charger Daniel Oliviera in his Stohl 
Peugeot 207 S2000. It was his the young 
driver’s fi rst experience rallying his car 
on gravel, and he exhibited tremendous 
pace and confi dence.
 “Apart from a big hit going over 
a jump at some crossroads on the third 
stage everything else has been perfect 
today,” said Kris Meeke at the end of 
Day One. “I was a bit too cautious over 
the jump when the stage was repeated 
and lost a bit of time. Choosing the hard 
compound tyre was the right thing to do 
because it stayed dry and gave me more 
precision and stability. Now it’s down to 
me managing my lead tomorrow but I’ve 
been in this position before so I know 
what I’ve got to do.”
 Guy Wilks had this to say after 
he completed Leg One of the rally: “Kris 
got a jump on us this morning and that’s 
down to his experience of the stages and 
nothing to do with anything I’ve done 
wrong or the car. We should have gone 
for the harder tyre in the afternoon but I 
don’t think it made a massive difference. 
Kris has now got to run fi rst on the road 
tomorrow so we’ll keep the pressure on 
and see what happens.”
 Day Two saw Meeke run a 
faultless day’s rallying to extend his 
overall lead of 32,7sec over Wilks to 
the winning margin of 46,7sec. His 



Final Classifi cation:
01) K. Meeke/P. Nagle   – 01h 42m 45,4s
02) G. Wilks/P. Pugh   +              46,7s
03) J. Hanninen/M. Markkula  +       01m 20,2s
04) J. Kopecky/P. Stary  +       01m 49,3s
05) B. Magalhaes/C. Magalhaes  +       04m 05,5s
06) E. Scheer/G. Pavinatto  +       14m 00,4s
07) D. Oliviera/D. Giraudet  +       14m 41,8s
08) M. Tokarski/L. Reginatto  +       23m 21,4s
09) L. Tedesco/G. Morales  +       23m 25.8s
10) J. San Martin/M. Villete  +       23m 42,6s

Leading IRC 2WD Cup fi nishers: 
M. Tokarski/L. Reginatto (Peugeot 207).

Drivers’ Championship Standings:
01) J. Hanninen   – 14 pts
02) G. Wilks   – 11 pts
03) K. Meeke   – 10 pts
= Mikko Hirvonen   – 10 pts
05) J. Kopecky   – 9 pts
06) B. Magalhaes   – 6 pts
= N. Vouilloz   – 6 pts
08) S. Sarrazin   – 5 pts
09) E. Scheer   – 3 pts
10) D. Oliviera   – 2 pts

Manufacturers’ Standings:
01) Skoda    – 28 pts
02) Peugeot   – 21 pts
03) M-Sport   – 10 pts
04) Ralliart    – 3 pts

2WD Drivers’ Standings:
01) K. Princen   – 10 pts
= M. Tokarski   – 10 pts
03) L. Tedesco   – 8 pts
= P. Campana   – 8 pts
05) T. Barral   – 6 pts
= U. Bertholdo   – 6 pts
7) Simone Capedelli   – 5 pts
= L. Fleck    – 5 pts
09) J-M. Raoux   – 4 pts
= P. A. Peaez   – 4 pts

2WD Manufacturers Standings:
01) Peugeot   - 26 pts  
02) M-Sport   – 14 pts  
03) Abarth    – 8 pts  
04) Skoda    – 5 pts  
05) Honda    – 4 pts

only cause for concern came on SS10 
when he crossed a fl ooded river. At 1 
metre deep and 50 metres wide, fears 
of the engine taking in water were high. 
Meeke used his common sense and 
caution to negotiate his way through the 
watersplash. 
 Guy Wilks came across the 
water splash, and his car’s engine 
dropped to three cylinders as it took in 
too much water. During the afternoon 
loop of stages, Wilks powered through 
this water splash at high speed to avoid 
the morning’s earlier problems much to 
the delight of the Brazilian spectators.
 Jan Kopecky dropped from third 
overall to fourth on the opening stage of 
Day Two due to an unfortunate puncture. 
His team-mate Juho Hanninen overtook 
him, and Kopecky was unable to reel him 
in again.
 Bruno Magalhaes performed 
strongly once more in the IRC this 
weekend. He fi nished the rally in fi fth 
place overall, and collected his second 
points result of the season. Magalhaes 
was unable to attack Kopecky for fourth 
place, and so settled into his fi fth place 
position and used the fi nal three stages 
of the afternoon to test different settings 
on his Peugeot 207 S2000 in preparation 
for the upcoming IRC leg in Argentina 
next month.
 Eduardo Scheer of Brazil 
claimed sixth place overall in a Mitsubishi 
Lancer Evolution IX. He was challenged 
by fellow countryman Eduardo Peredo 
(Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX) but his 
car’s engine failed within sight of the 
fi nish line of the fi nal stage. The two 
Eduardos swapped places throughout the 
event, and wowed the Brazilian crowds 
with their fl amboyant driving styles.
 Marcos Tokarski (Brazil) won 
the 2WD category this weekend in his 
Peugeot 207. He also fi nished eighth 
overall, and claimed IRC points for his 
outstanding performance.
 Heavy overnight rain caused 
the organisers to cancel two stages. The 
closing Spectator SuperSpecial was also 
cancelled due to the weather.
 “It’s a near-perfect result for 
us and it’s great to have put all the 
experience of last year to such good 
use,” said rally winner Kris Meeke. 
“Paul has been brilliant alongside me 
and made no mistakes. It’s not been 
easy this weekend but we’ve learned 
to control the lead and that’s really 
pleasing. We’ve been relaxed, driven in 
the middle of the road, but also showed 
plenty of commitment when we needed 
to. I know what it takes to win again.”




